John Goodman starred as The __ in the 1992 biographical movie
For __ of the Game starred Kevin Costner and Kelly Preston
1988’s __ Men Out was about the 1919 World Series
__ Reeves coaches a Little League team in 2001’s Hardball
Pride of St. __ is about MLB pitcher Dizzy Dean
__ In the Outfield was first made in 1951 and remade in 1994
The Fan, directed by Tony Scott, starred Robert __ and Wesley Snipes
"If you build it, he will come" is a famous quote from Field of __
Geena Davis, Madonna and Rosie O’Donnell starred in A__ of Their Own
Dennis Quaid played real life baseball player Jim Morris in 2002’s The__
__ Catch is a romantic comedy starring Freddie Prinze Jr. & Jessica Biel
Jon Hamm looked for pitchers in India in Disney’s __ Dollar Arm
Bernard Malamud’s novel, The__ was made into the Robert Redford film
1993’s coming of age film set in 1962, The__ is a beloved classic now
Frank Sinatra and Gene Kelly starred in Take Me Out to the __
James Belushi goes to the World Series in Taking Care of __
Jackie __ starred as himself in the 1950 film about his life
__ Home starring Jodie Foster and Mark Harmon
__ plays a major league player who makes a comeback in Mr. 3000
Pride of the Yankees is a tribute to first baseman __
Brad Pitt and Jonah Hill were nominated for Oscars for 2011’s __
Charlie Sheen was nicknamed __ in Major League
Kevin Costner played Crash Davis, a catcher, in __
2005’s __ is based on a Nick Hornby novel and UK film about soccer
Justin__ plays the son of a baseball legend in 2009’s The Open Road
Reese __ meets baseball player Owen Wilson in How Do You Know
Walter Matthau and Tatum O’Neal starred in The ______ in 1976
The__ is a comedy with David Spade, Rob Schneider and Jon Heder